Functional properties of single neurons in the face primary motor cortex of the primate. III. Relations with different directions of trained tongue protrusion.
1. In previous papers we presented evidence pointing to an important role for face motor cortex in the control of tongue movements. Intracortical microstimulation (ICMS) at many sites within face motor cortex evoked different types of tongue movement, and many neurons at these "tongue-MI" sites received intraoral mechanosensitive afferent input, and their activity was related to a tongue-protrusion task performed by a monkey. In view of the synergistic action of the various tongue muscles during tongue movement, we hypothesized that these different tongue-MI sites are recruited to effect the appropriate change in tongue shape and position during a tongue-protrusion movement. A prediction from this hypothesis is that variations in the direction of a tongue-protrusion movement should be associated with variations in the activities within the different tongue-MI efferent zones. Differences in efferent-zone activity should be reflected in differences in the firing rates of neurons that are located at these tongue-MI sites. 2. We trained two monkeys to perform a tongue-protrusion task at each of three directions. The tongue-protrusion task transducer was positioned at 0 degrees (Ts), 30 degrees to the left (Tlt), or 30 degrees to the right (Trt) from the midsagittal plane; the latter two positions were termed asymmetric tongue-protrusion task positions. Single neurons were recorded from tongue-MI during trials of tongue-protrusion task at each of two or three of the above positions. Some of the neurons were also studied during a biting task. In addition, neurons were tested for possible mechanosensitive afferent input. 3. Of the 66 neurons studied, 31 (45%) exhibited directional relations; that is, the change in firing rate between the pretrial period (PTP) and the task period for the tongue-protrusion task was significantly different for each neuron depending on the direction in which the activity of the neuron was studied. 4. The "directional" neurons exhibited a single preferred direction of firing in that the mean firing rate during one direction of tongue-protrusion task was significantly greater than for any other direction. Of the 20 neurons studied at all three directions of tongue-protrusion task, the mean firing rate of each of 18 was highest at one of the asymmetric positions, and 12 of these 18 neurons exhibited a monotonic decrease in absolute firing frequency from one asymmetric task direction to the other. 5. Thirteen of the neurons were also studied while the monkey performed the biting task. Most tongue-MI directional neurons were not related to the biting task.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)